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I appreciate Everson’s proposal L2/04-232 but I do have concerns,  

• First is that not all the special symbols Doke used in his works are included in this 
proposal. 

• Second I am puzzled by the use of phonetic names for some of these symbols when 
a more shape descriptive term would work. 

• Third, other click symbols proposed in other important works of the same era  are 
not included, in particular Beach 

Other special symbols Doke used in his works 
Doke proposed several other non click symbols fro Bantu linguistics which should be 
considered along with  

• 023A LATIN SMALL LETTER PRE-PALATAL T 
• 023B LATIN SMALL LETTER PRE-PALATAL D 
• 023C LATIN SMALL LETTER PRE-PALATAL N 
These examples are taken from Doke 1926 (22, 55), some are also used in Doke 1931 

Prevelar fricatives 

  

Labialized forms 

 

Palatalized laterals 

 

Epiglottal friction 

 

Use of phonetic names for some of these symbols 
I have concerns with the  proposed names  



023A LATIN SMALL LETTER PRE-PALATAL T 
023B LATIN SMALL LETTER PRE-PALATAL D 
023C LATIN SMALL LETTER PRE-PALATAL N 

Since these are not standard IPA, I would prefer that we not give them phonetic names. 

• The point of articulation these refer to is actually Post-Alveolar on the IPA chart. 
(Doke says it indicated assimilation to the point of articulation of ezh and esh). They 
amount to the same thing but  pre-palatal is not official IPA. 

• The graphical device used on the d and n that indicates the change in position is 
actually a horizontal  stroke. Compare with the x and gamma stroke examples 
above which are also slight point of articulation modifications towards palatal. 

I would prefer a shape based name such as  

023B LATIN SMALL LETTER  D WITH (HORIZONATAL) STROKE 
023C LATIN SMALL LETTER  N WITH (HORIZONATAL) STROKE 

Likewise with  the T 

023A LATIN SMALL LETTER  T WITH HANGING HOOK (or COMMA) 
I would accept the four click names since there is already a precedent for using CLICK 
in all click letter names. 

Other click symbols 
There are several other Bantu click symbols that were proposed in the same time frame 
as Doke. In particular D. M. Beach proposed several in The Phonetics of the Hottentot 
Language (1938). 

It would seem that a unified proposal for  Southern Africanist phonetic symbols would 
be in order. 



Appendices 

Doke (1926) Page 22 

 

Doke (1926) Page 55 

 



Beach (1938) Page 89 
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